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Study of the transverse structure of the proton is one of the major physics goals of the upcoming
Electron Ion Collider (EIC). The gluon transverse momentum dependent distributions (TMD) form
an essential focus of this effort and are important towards understanding the angular momentum
contribution to proton spin as well as QCD factorization. However, very limited experimental
constraints on the gluon TMD exist currently. As the heavy quark production in lepton-nucleon
DIS gets a dominant contribution from the photon-gluon-fusion process, heavy quark production
makes an attractive tool to probe gluon distributions in nucleons. In this paper we present a study
of heavy flavor hadron pair reconstruction at a future EIC detector with MAPS based inner tracking
and vertexing subsystems to constrain gluon TMD. We utilize the excellent track pointing resolution
provided by the detector to exclusively reconstruct heavy flavor hadron pairs via their hadronic
decay channels and also to develop a heavy flavor hadron tagging algorithm. Statistical uncertainty
projections on azimuthal asymmetries corresponding to gluon TMD at the EIC is evaluated. The
heavy flavor tagging is found to substantially enhance the purity of heavy flavor hadron pair selection,
and the statistical precision of the measurement compared to that from exclusive reconstruction.
The correlation between the azimuthal angle of the transverse momentum of the gluon initiating
the process and that of the corresponding heavy flavor hadron pair was also studied and found to
be well correlated. This study opens up heavy flavor hadron pair measurements as an attractive
channel to access gluon TMD at the EIC.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quarks and gluons inside hadrons have a non-
trivial distribution in transverse momentum. In po-
larized or unpolarized hadrons they can be spin polar-
ized with the direction and magnitude of the polariza-
tion depending on their transverse momentum, flavor
and in case of polarized hadrons, the hadron polariza-
tion. These spin-orbit couplings provide for a rich trans-
verse structure of the hadrons and also challenge our fun-
damental understanding of Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD) in many ways [1–4]. Experimentally, they are
known to contribute to the transverse single spin asym-
metries (SSAs) measured in inclusive hadron production
in hadron-hadron collisions and SIDIS processes [5–21].
The upcoming Electron Ion Collider (EIC), has the study
of these correlations and the transverse structure of the
proton as one of the major scientific goals [22, 23].

The transverse structure of the proton can be studied
using Transverse Momentum Dependent parton distribu-
tion functions (TMD PDFs), assuming TMD factoriza-
tion [1, 4, 24]. However, unlike the collinear PDFs, the
TMD can be process dependent from the initial and final
state processes required to preserve color gauge invari-
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ance, thus breaking universality [25–27]. TMD factoriza-
tion also needs to be studied and established for differ-
ent processes. TMD are thus fundamentally interesting
quantities to study in non-perturbative QCD. One of the
most well known and studied spin-related TMD is the
Sivers TMD [2, 28]. The Sivers TMD quantifies the left-
right asymmetry in the distribution of partons, with re-
spect to the plane formed by the momentum and spin di-
rections of the proton, in a transversely polarized proton
(’Sivers effect’). The Sivers effect is considered to be im-
portant in understanding the parton angular momentum
and thus potentially the angular momentum contribution
to nucleon spin [2, 29–31]. Measurements and experimen-
tal constraints on TMD are mostly limited to quarks [32–
39]. Gluon TMD on the other hand are poorly con-
strained from experimental data currently [28, 29, 40, 41].

Some estimates for gluon Sivers TMD from both
hadron-hadron collision and SIDIS data exist. Fits to
SIDIS data on transverse asymmetry in pion and kaon
production from HERMES [42] and COMPASS [43] ex-
periments using quark Sivers TMD were found to nearly
satisfy the Burkardt’s sum rule, which requires that the
total transverse momentum of all partons in a trans-
versely polarized nucleon vanishes [33, 44, 45]. This
leaves little room for a gluon Sivers effect, but allows
for gluon Sivers TMD ∼ 1/Nc (Nc = 3 being the num-
ber of colors) times the valance quark Sivers TMD within
uncertainties [40]. The SIDIS measurements considered
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are at small negative squared momentum transfer (Q2)
values and moderately large momentum fraction x (0.01
< x < 0.4), and therefore does not allow to draw conclu-
sions on the gluon Sivers TMD at large Q2 and small x.
Estimates of the gluon Sivers effect has also been made
using transverse SSA in π0 production and inclusive pion
and D meson production from recent PHENIX measure-
ments [15, 46] in polarized pp collisions. In the large x
region, 0.05 < x < 0.3, they estimate the normalized
(to the unpolarized gluon TMD) gluon Sivers effect to
be small, a few percent of the positivity bound [28, 41].
Positivity bound is a trivial theoretical bound satisfied by
polarized TMD [40, 47]. The uncertainties allow gluon
Sivers TMD of the order of ∼ 1/Nc times the valance
quark Sivers TMD, as with the SIDIS case. The evalua-
tion also carries the caveat that for inclusive processes in
proton proton collisions TMD factorization has not been
proven [28]. On the other hand, from the more recent
COMPASS measurement in DIS with transversely po-
larized protons and deuterons, the extracted transverse
asymmetry APGF

UT from the photon gluon fusion (PGF)
process, which directly probes the gluon distributions,
gives a large value of −0.23 at large x (x ∼ 0.1) [29].
The measurement is more than 2 standard deviations
away from zero and supports the possibility of a sizable
gluon Sivers effect.

The most promising process to study gluon Sivers ef-
fect in electron-proton scattering is the heavy flavor pair-
production process, ep↑ → e′cc̄X [40]. Selecting on the
heavy (charm or bottom) quarks allows to tag the PGF
process and minimize contributions from other subpro-
cesses. Unlike di-jet or di-hadron production which re-
ceive sizeable contributions from the quark channel, par-
ticularly at large x where the quark contribution domi-
nates, the heavy quark pair production is dominated by
gluon channel at all x and gets only minor contribution
from the quark channel [48]. Also, TMD factorization
might be easier to prove for the process and is proven to
hold for SIDIS processes where the hadron transverse mo-
mentum is much less than Q2 [49]. The EIC would allow
probing the process over a large range in the x−Q2 space.
The observation of a transverse SSA in ep↑ → e′cc̄X pro-
cess would be a smoking gun for gluon Sivers effect at the
EIC [40].

Experimental constraints on gluon TMD other than
the Sivers TMD and the unpolarized gluon TMD are
practically non-existent. However, recent theoretical
studies on gluon polarization in unpolarized ep collisions,
where the spin-orbit coupling can give rise to a linear
polarization of the gluons, showed sizable values for the
transverse anisotropy observables associated with the lin-
early polarized gluon TMD [3, 50]. Here also, the process
ep → e′cc̄X is presented as providing the ideal oppor-
tunity to study the linearly polarized gluon TMD. The
magnitude of the transverse anisotropy associated with
the linearly polarized gluon TMD for heavy flavor pairs
was predicted to be of the order of 10% in the kinematic
regions accessible at the EIC. These, and the fact that

ep→ e′cc̄X provides the clean way to tag the PGF pro-
cess and thus to probe the gluon distributions, makes
the heavy flavor hadron pair measurements of particu-
lar interest at the EIC. In addition to studying the gluon
distributions, heavy flavor hadron pair measurements can
also be an attractive tool to study modifications to par-
ton fragmentation from nuclear matter effects in electron
- ion collisions, similar to its utility in heavy-ion colli-
sions [51, 52].

The gluon Sivers TMD can be studied using transverse
single spin asymmetry (AUT) measurements in polarized
ep collisions. AUT(x,Q2) is defined in the standard way
as [48],

AUT(x,Q2) =
σL(x,Q2)− σR(x,Q2)

σL(x,Q2) + σR(x,Q2)
, (1)

where σL(R) are the cross sections for particle-of-interest
production with spin polarized in the direction opposite
to (same as) the spin of the proton, and x is the mo-
mentum fraction of the parton. The asymmetry is di-
rectly related to the gluon Sivers effect, AUT(x,Q2) ∝
f⊥g1T (x,Q2)/fg1 (x,Q2), where f⊥g1T and fg1 are the gluon
Sivers TMD and the unpolarized gluon TMD, respec-
tively. The TMD of linearly polarized gluons can
be probed through the measurements of the azimuthal
anisotropy of the produced heavy flavor hadron pair mo-
mentum, 〈cos (2φT)〉, where φT is the azimuthal angle
corresponding to the summed momenta of the two heavy
flavor hadrons in the pair. The asymmetry is related to
the linearly polarized TMD as [50],

|〈cos(2φT)〉|x,Q2,kT
∝ q2T

2M2
p

h⊥,g1 (x,Q2, kT)

fg1 (x,Q2, kT)
, (2)

where qT is the sum of the momenta of the heavy flavor
hadrons in the pair, Mp is the proton mass and kT is the
gluon transverse momentum.

In this study we present a detailed simulation study,
using a realistic detector performance for an EIC de-
tector, of using heavy flavor hadron pairs to study
gluon TMD at the EIC. Previous simulation studies have
looked at heavy flavor hadron pair measurements at the
EIC [48]. However, these were without including detector
effects and for the heavy flavor channel, limited to explicit
reconstruction of heavy flavor hadrons. We use a detector
design and detector resolution parameters corresponding
to a silicon tracker with vertexing and inner tracking lay-
ers using MAPS sensors [53]. We also take advantage of
the excellent track pointing resolution provided by the
detector to develop a heavy flavor tagging algorithm to
tag heavy flavor hadrons through their displaced decay
tracks. The tagging algorithm is found to have good
efficiency and purity and significantly improves the pre-
cision the heavy flavor hadron pair AUT measurements.
The tagging algorithm developed is hadron blind utiliz-
ing only the track pointing capabilities. The paper is
organized as follows. The simulation setup and detec-
tor specifications and performance are discussed in sec-
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tion II. The details of heavy flavor hadron pair recon-
struction and tagging studies are presented in section III
and detailed statistical uncertainty projections for the
gluon TMD observables are provided in section IV.

II. SIMULATION SETUP

Heavy flavor hadrons have very short decay lengths,
∼100µm. The major factor that enhances the perfor-
mance of the detector in explicit reconstruction or tag-
ging of the heavy flavor hadron decays is the track point-
ing resolution provide by the detector, quantified usu-
ally by the variance of the Distance of Closest Approach
(DCA) of tracks to the vertex. Monolithic Active Pixel
Sensors (MAPS) based tracking and vertexing systems
have been employed with great success in attaining excel-
lent track pointing resolutions and reconstruction perfor-
mance for heavy flavor hadrons [54, 55]. We have studied
a detector design with an all silicon MAPS based tracking
system for an EIC detector [53]. It consists of a barrel
detector with 3 × 2 layers of MAPS based silicon pix-
els, covering |η| < 1, and five MAPS based silicon pixel
planes each in the forward and backward regions covering
approximately 1 < |η| < 3. The detector proposal from
the ECCE collaboration [56] (and also the ATHENA pro-
posal [57]) has a very similar tracking system as the all
silicon design for the vertexing layers and inner tracking
layers and disks, with some variations on the technology
choice for the outer tracking layers and number of disks
on forward and backward directions.

The performance of charm hadron reconstruction and
utilizing heavy flavor hadron pairs for studying asymme-
tries corresponding to TMD are done using a fast sim-
ulation setup. The particle level momentum and ver-
tex position from the event generator are smeared us-
ing parameterized single track momentum and pointing
resolutions corresponding to those generated using full
GEANT4 [58] simulations of the all silicon detector. Such
a procedure is chosen to save computing power, as the
heavy flavor measurements are statistics hungry. The
procedure has been used for impact projection studies
on gluon nuclear PDFs and gluon helicity distributions
using heavy flavor hadrons with the all silicon tracker
at the EIC [59, 60]. A closure test was performed to
validate the fast simulation procedure, comparing charm
hadron reconstruction performance using the fast simu-
lation with single track momentum and track pointing
resolution parameters from GEANT4 simulation of the
all-silicon tracker and the full reconstruction of the charm
hadrons directly from the GEANT4 simulation of tracker.
Good agreement has been found between the overall re-
construction efficiency of charm hadrons and also for the
distribution of the different topological variables char-
acterizing the charm hadron decay [59]. The detailed
single particle momentum and track pointing resolutions
as well as particle identification (PID) capabilities used
in the fast-simulation study are provided in Table.1 of

the article [59]. The momentum and track pointing reso-
lutions and particle identification (PID) capabilities uti-
lized are similar to those in the EIC Yellow Report [23].
The primary vertex (PV) resolution is determined by the
GEANT4 simulation of the tracker and is evaluated as a
function of event multiplicity, and then utilized for smear-
ing the PV in the fast simulation.

Events are generated for ep collisions using PYTHIA
6.4 event generator [61] that describes well the charm
cross-section measurements at HERA, and was used for
previous simulation studies at the EIC [48, 59]. The sim-
ulation studies are done with electron beams with energy
18 GeV and proton beams with 275 GeV. The kinematic
variables used are defined in the conventional way. In the
one-photon-exchange approximation, the incoming elec-
tron of four momentum e emits a virtual photon of mo-
mentum q = e − e′, with e′ being the four momentum
of the outgoing electron. The virtual photon then in-
teracts with the hadron beam with four momentum p.
The hadron momentum is taken to be along the positive
z direction in the simulation. The Bjorken scaling vari-
able is xB = Q2/(2p.q) and Q2 ≡ −q2 is negative of the
square of the four momentum transfer. The inelasticity
y = pq/(pe). The events generated are required to have
Q2 > 1 GeV2 and 0.005 < y < 0.95. For the purposes
of these studies we do not include any radiative correc-
tions to the incoming/scattered lepton. The details of
the event generation set up are same as those used in the
previous study [59]. The coordinates in the study are
kept in lab frame.

An example of D0 meson reconstruction using the de-
tector simulation is shown in Fig 1. D0 mesons are recon-
structed through the D0 → K−π+ channel and its charge
conjugate. The D0 mesons have a cτ of approximately
120 µm [62]. The excellent track pointing resolution of-
fered by the tracking detector allows to place selection
cuts on variables characterizing the decay topology to im-
prove the signal to background ratio and the signal signif-
icance. The track pointing resolution utilized in the fast-
simulation is better in the transverse (r − φ) plane than
the z-direction, and for these studies the topological vari-
ables used for selection cuts are in the transverse plane.
Future studies could be conducted with more mature de-
tector design parametrizations, combining the selections
in both r−φ and z directions to improve the performance.
Cuts on the transverse distance between the PV and the
reconstructed vertex of the Kπ pair (decaylength), the
distance of closest approach (DCA) between theKπ pairs
(pairDCA) and the cosine of the angle between the D0

candidate momentum and the vector joining the PV and
D0 candidate vertex in the transverse plane (cos θ) are
utilized. Fig 1 shows the Kπ pair invariant mass dis-
tribution without any cuts on the decay topology and
with the cuts. The background is from random Kπ pair
combinations from tracks in the event which include all
stable charged particle tracks from the PYTHIA event,
within the detector acceptance. The cuts employed for
D0 reconstruction are decaylength > 40 µm, pairDCA
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< 150 µm, cos θ > 0.98. The topological selection cuts
improves the S/B ratio and the signal significance consid-
erably, particularly for D0 higher transverse momentum
pT. This provides a data sample with higher signal sig-
nificance and reduces systematic uncertainties associated
with the signal extraction.
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FIG. 1. The D0 invariant mass distributions in two pT bins
without (left) and with (right) cuts on topological variable
distributions characterizing the D0 decay vertex.

III. HEAVY FLAVOR PAIR
RECONSTRUCTION AND TAGGING

The explicit reconstruction of heavy flavor hadron
pairs is studied by correlating the reconstructed D0 and
D0 candidates in the event. Figure 2 shows the azimuthal
angle difference ∆φ between the reconstructed momenta
of D0 and D0 candidates in the same event. The signal
distribution is from D0 and D0 candidate pairs within 3σ
mass window of the nominal D0 mass. The background
is constructed using D0 and D0 candidate pairs that are
within 6σ and 12σ on either side of the mass window,
normalized to the same mass window width and aver-
aged between the different pair combinations for combin-
ing candidate pairs on the two sides of the mass window.
The same topological variable selection cuts for D0 and
D0 candidate selection described in the previous section
are applied in the reconstruction. The explicit recon-
struction gives a clean signal with small background and
allows an exact subtraction of the background. How-
ever, it relies on having good PID capabilities both in
the forward and backward regions. The signal signifi-
cance, σN = S/

√
S +B, with S and B being the signal

and background counts, corresponding to the generated
luminosity is also indicated in the figure.

The explicit reconstruction of heavy flavor hadrons suf-
fer from small branching ratios to the hadronic chan-
nels, for e.g. the D0 → K−π+ branching ratio is only
3.89% [62]. A possible way to overcome this loss of statis-
tics from the poor branching ratio is to tag the heavy
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FIG. 2. The azimuthal angle difference between D0 and D0

candidate pairs in an event for candidates within a 3σ mass
window around the D0 mass peak (Signal) and for candi-
dates between 6σ and 12σ outside the mass peak on either
side (Background) for e + p collisions at beam energies 18

x 275 GeV. The number of Signal D0 − D0 pairs, signal to
background ratio and signal significance are also indicated.

flavor hadron decays utilizing the features of their de-
cay topology. The tracker with excellent track pointing
resolution allows tagging of their decay vertices. The
downside is that tagging won’t give pure signals like in
the case of explicit reconstruction, and the selection cuts
need to be optimized to attain the best purity and signal
significance.

In order to perform tagging, pseudojets are defined
using the anti-kT clustering algorithm [63] provided by
FASTJET package [64]. The track candidates going into
the clustering algorithm are required to have a minimum
pT of 0.2 GeV/c and to be within detector acceptance
|η| < 3.0. A pseudojet radius ∆R = 1.0 is chosen for
clustering. All clusters in an event returned by the clus-
tering algorithm are taken as pseudojets in the analysis,
and the momentum of the cluster is taken as the pseu-
dojet momentum. To better isolate heavy flavor pseu-
dojets, we utilize a few variables characterizing their de-
cay topology features. The sum of absolute values of
DCA of all tracks associated with pseudojet (sumDCA),
the number of tracks associated with the pseudojet with
a minimum displacement of 100 µm (nTracks) from the
PV and the minimum DCA between displaced (minimum
DCA of 100 µm from the PV) track pairs within the
pseudojet are found to have good differentiation between
heavy flavor and light flavor pseudojets. The sumDCA
is evaluated with a maximum DCA cut of |DCA| < 750
µm for tracks to reduce contribution from strange hadron
decays. The first two variables give the best separation
and are shown in the top panels of Fig 3. The signal
are pseudojets matched to heavy flavor (includes both
charm and bottom) hadrons and background are those
matched to light flavor hadrons. The truth matching is
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done by associating a pseudojet to a heavy flavor hadron,
if the parent hadron momentum vector falls within the
pseudojet cone. If more than one heavy flavor hadrons
do so, the one closest to the jet axis is taken. Pseudo-
jets without heavy flavor hadrons are tagged light flavor
pseudojets. The different variables are combined using a
Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm provided by the
TMVA package [65] to give a single response that can be
utilized for discriminating heavy flavor and light flavor
pseudojets. The BDT is trained using an independent
signal sample of heavy flavor hadron pseudojets and a
background sample of light flavor pseudojets produced
using the same simulation setup as used for the analysis.
Before the BDT selection and training a simple cut of
sumDCA > 50 µm is applied without much loss of signal
efficiency.
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FIG. 3. The normalized distributions of summed |DCAXY|
of tracks within a tagged pseudojet (top left), number of
tracks with a |DCAXY| of at least 100 µm from the primary
vertex within a tagged pseudojet (top right), the signal purity
for and background (light flavor) efficiency for heavy flavor
tagging for reconstructed pseudojets with pT > 2 GeV/c, and
(bottom right) correlation between pT of parent heavy-flavor
hadron and the reconstructed tagged pseudojet matched to
the heavy-flavor hadron.

The heavy flavor tagging performance is shown in the
lower left panel of Fig 3. The purity and background
selection efficiencies are shown as a function of the signal
efficiency. The different points shown are with different
selection cuts on the BDT response variable. The signal
purity without any selection cuts is 2% (not shown on the
plot). With topological selection, a signal purity of about
50% can be achieved with signal efficiency of ∼10% and a
purity of about 60% with close to tightest cuts on signal
efficiency. The bottom right panel shows the correlation
between the pT of the parent heavy flavor hadron and
that of the matched pseudojet. Good correlation is seen
between the two, with some smearing. This shows the
kinematics of the parent hadron can still be accessed even
without the full explicit reconstruction.

Tagged heavy flavor pair pairs are constructed using

the correlation between psuedojets in the same event,
similar to that for explicit reconstruction. Figure 4 shows
the ∆φ distributions between the azimuthal angle of the
momenta of the pseudojets in an event for the case with-
out any selection on the decay topology and with two
different selections. The number of signal pairs as well
as the signal purity for the generated luminosity are also
shown on the plots. The topological selection allows to
improve the signal purity to 70% (from 2%) at a reason-
able signal efficiency.
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FIG. 4. The azimuthal angle difference between tagged pseu-
dojet pairs in an event for light flavor (solid circles) and heavy
flavor (solid squares) pseudojets without the topological se-
lection (left) and with the selection (middle, right) for e +
p collisions at beam energies 18 x 275 GeV. Pseudojets with
pT > 2 GeV/c are used in constructing the pairs. The pu-
rity, evaluated in 2.0 < |∆φ| < 4.4,for heavy flavor selection
indicated in the panels.

We have also evaluated the correlations between the
asymmetry at the gluon level and the corresponding
asymmetries at the reconstructed levels, for both the
explicit reconstruction of D0D0 pair and also tagged
heavy flavor hadron pairs. The decorrelation of the sig-
nal at the gluon level and different stages of the scatter-
ing, hadronization and reconstruction are shown in Fig-
ure 5. The evaluation is done using events generated with
PYTHIA 6.4. For this evaluation, a constant input asym-
metry at gluon level (6%) is input by hand, irrespective
of the gluon kinematics, by modulating the azimuthal
angle corresponding to the gluon transverse momentum.
The azimuthal angle distributions of the transverse mo-
menta of the heavy quark pairs after hard scattering and
the reconstructed (and tagged) heavy flavor hadrons af-
ter hadronization are then calculated to evaluate the loss
of input signal at each stage. The signal reduces by about
30% at hadronization, the tagging reduces the signal bit
more, reducing to about 50% of the parton level signal.
Much of the signal and correlation is still retained in ei-
ther case and can serve as probes to study the gluon
TMD.

IV. PROJECTIONS FOR ASYMMETRY
MEASUREMENTS

Statistical uncertainty projection for a measurement
of the transverse asymmetry AUT can be made in a
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FIG. 5. The transverse asymmetry AUT input at the parton
level (solid squares), reconstructed from the c−c̄ pair after the

hard-scattering (solid circles), reconstructed from the D0−D0

pair (solid triangles) and from the tagged heavy flavor pairs
(open circles) evaluated using events generated with PYTHIA
6.4, shown as a function of the azimuthal angle corresponding
to the gluon/heavy quark pair/heavy hadron pair momentum
(φkS). The photon momentum is subtracted in evaluating the
heavy quark/hadron pair momentum. The error bars are not
scaled to luminosity.

straight forward way. For reconstructed D0 −D0 pairs,
from eq. 1, the uncertainty is evaluated as δAUT =√

( 1
P 2N − A

2
UT/N), where AUT is the magnitude of the

signal, N is the number of D0 − D0 pairs in the sam-
ple which is evaluated from the signal significance σN as
N = σ2

N and P is proton beam polarization. The sec-
ond term is much smaller compared to the first, even if
a relatively large value for AUT is assumed. A similar
calculation holds for the case of the 〈cos (2φT)〉 observ-
able corresponding to the linearly polarized gluon TMD,
except that the reduction in precision from beam polar-
ization would not be there, as these can be measured in
unpolarized ep collisions.

The AUT signal from tagged pseudojet pairs is a
weighted sum of both heavy flavor and light flavor AUT

values, Ameas
UT = phA

h
UT + plA

l
UT. Here ph (pl) denote

the purity, defined as the fraction of heavy (light) fla-
vor pseudojets in the sample. With and without the
topological selection (tagging), the purities can be al-
tered significantly. And without going into the exact
values of the purities, just from their general magni-
tudes as shown in Fig 4, it can be shown that Ah

UT =

(Ameas,s
UT − pslA

meas,0
UT )/psh. The superscripts s and 0 de-

note the samples with and without the topological selec-
tions. Since Ameas,0

UT has far higher precision, and tak-
ing into account the finite beam polarization P , we have
for the statistical uncertainty corresponding to the Sivers
TMD δAh

UT = δAmeas,s
UT /psh/P , with the quantity δAmeas,s

UT
denoting the uncertainty on the measured Ameas,s

UT with
tagged pseudojets. Again, a similar expression without
the dilution from beam polarization, would give the un-
certainty projection for the 〈cos (2φT)〉 observable.

Figure 6 shows the statistical uncertainty projections
in differentQ2 and xB bins from explicit reconstruction of

D0−D0 pairs and tagged heavy flavor pairs for the trans-
verse asymmetry Ah

UT. With a proton beam polarization
of 70%, and a projected integrated luminosity for polar-
ized p + e collisions at the EIC of 100 fb−1, the absolute
statistical uncertainty on AUT is 0.58% for Q2 > 1 GeV2

and 5× 10−5 < xB < 10−2, with reconstructed D0 −D0

pairs. The tagging improves the uncertainties on Ah
UT

measurements significantly. The uncertainty for Q2 >
1 GeV2 and 5× 10−4 < xB < 10−2 reduces to 0.08%,
by about a factor of 7 with tagged heavy flavor pairs.
The measurements would also offer extended kinematic
reach in both Q2 and xB for the gluon TMD measure-
ments with good precision. The tagging also offers the
advantage that changes in momentum resolution (from
the choice of the magnetic field for the experiment) does
not directly reduce the performance, unlike in the case
of explicit reconstruction where the mass peak broad-
ens. The tagging algorithm studied here is solely utiliz-
ing the track pointing resolution capabilities of the detec-
tor (in the transverse direction) and does not depend on
PID requirements in the forward or backward directions.
However, incorporating PID into tagging, could help im-
prove the performance. So too would utilizing the track
pointing capabilities in the z direction. These are left
for future studies that can be explored with the detector
designs and specifications at a more mature stage.

Compared to the predicted magnitudes of 〈cos (2φT)〉,
the projected uncertainties are much smaller, allowing for
good precision measurements. For the gluon Sivers TMD
also these measurements will offer constraints to lower x
and higher Q2. The AUT values for D0 −D0 pairs eval-
uated through PYTHIA 6.4 with an input gluon Sivers
TMD equal to 10% of the positivity bound and quark
Sivers TMD from the SIDIS fits [66], is also shown in
Fig 6. The partons initiating the processes were given
transverse asymmetries corresponding to the respective
Sivers TMD at the x and Q2 values of the process, and
the resulting AUT values for D0 − D0 pairs evaluated,
following the procedure in [48]. Although there aren’t
strong constraints on the gluon Sivers TMD, some of the
recent estimates put it at a few percent of the positiv-
ity bound [28, 41]. Another attractive channel to study
the gluon transverse asymmetries is the di-jet AUT mea-
surements. The projections for di-jet AUT uncertain-
ties are a few times (for eg., about 4 times in the bin
10−3 < xB < 3× 10−3, Q2 > 1 GeV2) better than
for the tagged heavy flavor hadron pair AUT. However,
the heavy flavor hadron pair measurements offers a more
sensitive and direct probe of the gluon asymmetries, as
the di-jet measurements get sizeable contributions from
the quark asymmetries as well. The tagged heavy fla-
vor hadron pair channel therefore offers a complementary
and attractive channel to measure the gluon TMD.

The statistical uncertainty projections for Ah
UT using

tagged heavy flavor pairs in more differential bins with
simultaneous binning in both Q2 and xB are shown in
Fig 7. The values of Ah

UT shown are arbitrary, chosen for
visibility, while the error bars give the projected statis-
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2 (GeV)2Q

0.02−

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

>
U

T
<

A e + p, 18 x 275 GeV
-1Projected Luminosity 100 fb

Proton beam P = 70%

-2 < 3x10B < x-55x10
0D0D

Tagged HF pair

4−10 3−10 2−10
Bx

0.02−

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

>
U

T
<

A

10% of positivity bound

2 > 1 GeV2Q

FIG. 6. Projected statistical uncertainties for Ah
UT of heavy flavor hadron pairs, shown as error bars around zero, in different

Q2 (left) and xB (right) bins using exclusively reconstructed D0 −D0 pairs (dashed lines) and tagged heavy flavor pairs (solid
lines). The projections are shown for a luminosity of 100 fb−1 e + p collisions at beam energies 18 × 275 GeV. The bin
boundaries corresponding to the projections for the exclusive and tagged cases are indicated by dashed and solid lines on the
top axis, respectively. The solid curve shows the AUT values for D0 −D0 pairs evaluated through PYTHIA 6.4 with an input
gluon Sivers effect equal to 10% of the positivity bound.

tical uncertainties. The uncertainties are at sub-percent
level for most of the Q2 and xB bins, with higher Q2

values giving access to higher xB bins and vice-versa,
reflecting the xB − Q2 dependence of heavy flavor pro-
duction cross-section in DIS events [59]. We have also
explored other beam energy configurations for e and p
beams, particularly the lower energy configuration with
5 GeV electron and 100 GeV proton beams. The lower
energy configuration was found to give larger projected
uncertainties at all xB values as the total charm produc-
tion cross-section decreases.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a study of heavy flavor hadron
pair reconstruction performance at an EIC detector with
MAPS based silicon tracker and vertexing subsystems,
using events generated using PYTHIA 6.4 simulations.
Exclusive reconstruction of the heavy flavor hadron pairs
via their hadronic decays provide an experimentally
clean measurement, however suffers from loss of statis-
tics due to small hadronic branching ratios of heavy fla-
vor hadrons. A heavy flavor tagging algorithm is devel-
oped utilizing the decay topology of heavy flavor hadrons
and the track pointing capabilities of the detector. The
tagging is found to improve the statistical precision of
heavy flavor measurements significantly with good pu-
rity for heavy flavor selection. The topological tagging
enhances the purity for heavy flavor selection by a fac-
tor of 35, compared to without the topological selection.
The initial azimuthal asymmetry in gluon distributions

4−10 3−10 2−10
Bx

0.02−

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

>
U

T
<

A 2 < 5 (GeV)21 < Q
2 < 10 (GeV)25 < Q

2 > 10 (GeV)2Q

e + p, 18 x 275 GeV
-1Projected Luminosity 100 fb

Proton beam polarization assumed = 70%

FIG. 7. Projected statistical uncertainties for Ah
UT, shown as

error bars, in different xB bins for different Q2 selections using
tagged heavy flavor pairs. The Ah

UT values around which the
error bars are shown are arbitrary and chosen for plotting
convenience. The projections are shown for a luminosity of
100 fb−1 e + p collisions at beam energies 18 × 275 GeV.
The bin boundaries in xB corresponding to the projections
are indicated by solid lines on the top axis.

were found to be retained, with some dilution, by the
final state heavy flavor hadron pair, for both exclusive
reconstruction and tagged heavy flavor hadrons. Statis-
tical uncertainty projections for the heavy flavor hadron
pair transverse asymmetries corresponding to the gluon
Sivers TMD (and TMD of linearly polarized gluons) are
evaluated. The heavy flavor hadron tagging is found to
give about an order of magnitude improved uncertainty
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projections compared to using exclusive reconstruction
of D0−D0 pairs. The tagged heavy flavor pair measure-
ments can provide a gluon rich measurement compared
to inclusive di-hadrons and di-jets measurements. This

study opens up heavy flavor hadron pair measurements
as an attractive, complementary and independent chan-
nel to access gluon TMD at the EIC.
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